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Friction

The friction in a rolling bearing is the determin
ing factor where heat generation in the bearing 
is concerned and consequently for the operating 
temperature.

The amount of friction depends on the load 
and on several other factors, the most import
ant of which are the bearing type and size, the 
operating speed, the properties of the lubricant 
and the quantity of lubricant.

The total resistance to rotation of a bearing is 
made up of the rolling and sliding friction in the 
rolling contacts, in the contact areas between 
rolling elements and cage, as well as in the 
guiding surfaces for the rolling elements or the 
cage, the friction in the lubricant and the sliding 
friction of contact seals when applicable.

Estimation of the frictional 
moment
Under certain conditions 

• bearing load P ≈ 0,1 C 
• good lubrication 
• normal operating conditions 

the frictional moment can be calculated with 
sufficient accuracy using a constant coefficient 
of friction m from the following equation

M = 0,5 m P d

where
M = frictional moment, Nmm
m = constant coefficient of friction for the 

bearing († table 1)
P = equivalent dynamic bearing load, N
d = bearing bore diameter, mm

More accurate calculation  
of the frictional moment
One approach to calculate the frictional moment 
of a rolling bearing is to divide the frictional 
moment into a socalled load independent 
moment M0 and a load dependent moment M1 
and add them together later, giving

M = M0 + M1

This has been the approach until recently. 
However, more accurate methods are available 
if the division is based on the type of friction 
source rather than on its dependency on load. 
In fact, M0 accounts for the additional external 
sources of friction, together with the “hydro
dynamic” component of rolling friction, which 
also has a load dependent part.

Table 1

Constant coefficient of friction m for unsealed bearings

Bearing type Coefficient 
 of friction
 m

Deep groove ball bearings 0,0015

Angular contact ball bearings
– single row 0,0020
– double row 0,0024
– fourpoint contact  0,0024
 
Selfaligning ball bearings 0,0010

Cylindrical roller bearings
– with cage, when Fa ≈ 0 0,0011
– full complement, when Fa ≈ 0 0,0020

Taper roller bearings 0,0018

Spherical roller bearings 0,0018

CARB toroidal roller bearings 0,0016

Thrust ball bearings 0,0013

Cylindrical roller thrust bearings 0,0050

Spherical roller thrust bearings 0,0018
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To accurately calculate the frictional moment 
in a rolling bearing, four different sources must 
be taken into account

M = Mrr + Msl + Mseal + Mdrag

where
M = total frictional moment, Nmm
Mrr = rolling frictional moment, Nmm
Msl = sliding frictional moment, Nmm
Mseal = frictional moment of the seal(s), Nmm
Mdrag = frictional moment of drag losses, churn

ing, splashing etc, Nmm

This new approach identifies the sources of 
friction in every contact occurring in the bear
ing and combines them; in addition the seal 
contribution and additional external sources can 
be added as required to predict the overall fric
tional moment. Since the model looks into every 
single contact (raceways and flanges), changes 
of design and improvements of the surfaces can 
readily be taken into consideration, making the 
model more able to reflect improvements in  
SKF bearing designs and easier to update.

In the following sections the new SKF model 
for calculating frictional moments starts with 
the simplest form of the rolling, sliding and seal 
contributions. In the next section the effects of 
the oil level in the bearing, highspeed starva
tion, inlet shear heating and mixed lubrication 
will be described.

The new SKF model for 
calculation of the frictional 
moment
The new SKF model for calculating the frictional 
moment enables a more accurate calculation of 
the frictional moment generated in SKF rolling 
bearings according to the equation

M = Mrr + Msl + Mseal + Mdrag

The new SKF model is derived from more 
advanced computational models developed by 
SKF and is designed to provide approximate 
reference values, under the following application 
conditions:

• Grease lubrication or normal methods of oil 
lubrication: oil bath, oilspot and oil jet.

• For paired bearings, calculate the frictional 
moment for each bearing separately and then 
add them up. The radial load is divided equally 
over the two bearings; the axial load is shared 
according to the bearing arrangement.

• Loads equal to or larger than the recom
mended minimum load.

• Constant loads in magnitude and direction.
• Normal operational clearance.

Note
The formulae provided here lead to rather 
complex calculations. It is therefore strong
ly advised to make use of the calculation 
facilities provided in the “SKF Interactive 
Engineering Catalogue” available online at 
www.skf.com.
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Rolling frictional moment
The rolling frictional moment is calculated from 
the equation

Mrr = Grr 1n n20,6

where
Mrr = rolling frictional moment, Nmm
Grr = a variable that depends on  

– the bearing type  
– the bearing mean diameter dm  
 = 0,5 (d + D), mm  
– the radial load Fr, N  
– the axial load Fa, N

n = rotational speed, r/min
n = kinematic viscosity of the lubricant at the 

operating temperature, mm2/s (for grease 
lubrication the base oil viscosity)

The values for Grr can be obtained using the 
equations provided in table 2 and the geometry 
constants R provided in table 3, starting on 
page 92. Both loads, Fr and Fa, are always con
sidered as positive.

Sliding frictional moment
The sliding frictional moment is calculated using

Msl = Gsl msl

where 
Msl = sliding frictional moment, Nmm
Gsl = a variable that depends on  

– the bearing type,  
– the bearing mean diameter dm  
= 0,5 (d + D), mm  
– the radial load Fr, N  
– the axial load Fa, N

msl = sliding friction coefficient, which can be  
set to the value for full film conditions,  
i.e. k ≥ 2,  
0,05 for lubrication with mineral oils  
0,04 for lubrication with synthetic oils  
0,1 for lubrication with transmission fluids  
For cylindrical or taper roller bearings use 
the following values instead:  
0,02 for cylindrical roller bearings  
0,002 for taper roller bearings

The values for Gsl can be obtained using the 
equations provided in table 2 and the geometry 

constants S provided in table 3, starting on 
page 92. 

Frictional moment of seals
Where bearings are fitted with contact seals 
the frictional losses arising from the seal may 
exceed those generated in the bearing. The 
frictional moment on seals for bearings that are 
sealed on both sides can be estimated using the 
following empirical equation

Mseal = KS1 ds
b + KS2

where
Mseal = frictional moment of seals, Nmm
KS1 = constant depending on the bearing type
KS2 = constant depending on bearing and seal 

type
ds = seal counterface diameter († table 4, 

page 96)
b = exponent depending on bearing and seal 

type

Values for constants KS1, and KS2 and exponent 
b can be found in table 4, page 96.

Mseal is the frictional moment generated by 
two seals. In case there is one seal only, the fric
tion generated is 0,5 Mseal.

For RSL seals for deep groove ball bearings 
with an outside diameter over 25 mm, use the 
calculated value of Mseal irrespective whether 
there is one or two seals.

Friction
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Table 2a

Geometry and load dependent variables for rolling and sliding frictional moments – radial bearings

Bearing type Rolling friction variable Sliding frictional variable
 Grr Gsl

Deep groove ball bearings when Fa = 0 when Fa = 0
 
 Grr = R1 dm

1,96 Fr
0,54 Gsl = S1 dm

–0,26 Fr
5/3

 when Fa > 0 when Fa > 0
  q		 R2

 w0,54  q		 S2 dm
1,5 w1/3

 Grr = R1 dm
1,96  Fr + ––––––– Fa  Gsl = S1 dm

–0,145  Fr
5 + –––––––– Fa

4
  <		 sin aF z  <  sin aF z
 
 aF = 24,6 1Fa/C020,24, degrees

Angular contact ball bearings1) Grr = R1 dm
1,97 3Fr + Fg + R2 Fa40,54 Gsl = S1 dm

0,26 31Fr + Fg24/3 + S2 Fa
4/34

 Fg = R3 dm
4 n2 Fg = S3 dm

4 n2

Four-point contact ball bearings Grr = R1 dm
1,97 3Fr + Fg + R2 Fa4	0,54 Gsl = S1 dm

0,26 31Fr + Fg24/3 + S2 Fa
4/34

 
 Fg = R3 dm

4 n2 Fg = S3 dm
4 n2

Self-aligning ball bearings Grr = R1 dm
2 3Fr + Fg + R2 Fa40,54 Gsl = S1 dm

–0,12 31Fr + Fg24/3 + S2 Fa
4/34

 Fg = R3 dm
3,5 n2 Fg = S3 dm

3,5 n2

Cylindrical roller bearings Grr = R1 dm
2,41 Fr

0,31 Gsl = S1 dm
0,9 Fa + S2 dm Fr

Taper roller bearings1) Grr = R1 dm
2,38 1Fr + R2 Y Fa20,31 Gsl = S1 dm

0,82 1Fr + S2 Y Fa2

For axial load factor Y for single 
row bearings † product tables

Spherical roller bearings Grr.e = R1 dm
1,85 1Fr + R2 Fa20,54 Gsl.e = S1 dm

0,25 1Fr
4 + S2 Fa

421/3

 Grr.l = R3 dm
2,3 1Fr + R4 Fa20,31 Gsl.l = S3 dm

0,94 1Fr
3 + S4 Fa

321/3

 
 when Grr.e < Grr.l when Gsl.e < Gsl.l

 Grr = Grr.e Gsl = Gsl.e
 
 otherwise otherwise

 Grr = Grr.l Gsl = Gsl.l

CARB toroidal roller bearings when Fr < 1R2
1,85 dm

0,78/R1
1,8522,35 when Fr < 1S2 dm

1,24/S121,5

 Grr.e = R1 dm
1,97 Fr

0,54 Gsl.e = S1 dm
–0,19 Fr

5/3

 
 otherwise otherwise

 Grr.l = R2 dm
2,37 Fr

0,31 Gsl.l = S2 dm
1,05 Fr

1) The value to be used for Fa is the external axial load
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 Grr Gsl

 Grr = R1 dm
1,83 Fa

0,54 Gsl = S1 dm
0,05 Fa

4/3

 Grr = R1 dm
2,38 Fa

0,31 Gsl = S1 dm
0,62 Fa

 Grr.e = R1 dm
1,96 (Fr + R2 Fa)0,54 Gsl.e = S1 dm

–0,35 (Fr
5/3 + S2 Fa

5/3)

 Grr.l = R3 dm
2,39 (Fr + R4 Fa)0,31 Gsl.l = S3 dm

0,89 (Fr + Fa)

 when Grr.e < Grr.l when Gsl.e < Gsl.l

 Grr = Grr.e Gsr = Gsl.e

 otherwise otherwise

 Grr = Grr.l Gsr = Gsl.l

  Gf = S4 dm
0,76 (Fr + S5 Fa)

   Gf 
  Gsl = Gsr +
   e10–6 (n n)1,4 dm

Table 3

Geometry constants for rolling and sliding frictional moments

Bearing type Geometry constants for
 rolling frictional moments sliding frictional moments
 R1 R2 R3 S1 S2 S3

Deep groove ball bearings See table 3a   See table 3a

Angular contact ball bearings
– single row 5,03 ¥ 10–7 1,97 1,90 ¥ 10–12 1,30 ¥ 10–2 0,68 1,91 ¥ 10–12

– double row 6,34 ¥ 10–7 1,41 7,83 ¥ 10–13 7,56 ¥ 10–3 1,21 7,83 ¥ 10–13

– fourpoint contact  4,78 ¥ 10–7 2,42 1,40 ¥ 10–12 1,20 ¥ 10–2 0,9 1,40 ¥ 10–12

Self-aligning ball bearings See table 3b   See table 3b

Cylindrical roller bearings See table 3c   See table 3c

Taper roller bearings See table 3d   See table 3d

Spherical roller bearings See table 3e   See table 3e

CARB toroidal roller bearings See table 3f   See table 3f

Thrust ball bearings 1,03 ¥ 10–6   1,6 ¥ 10–2

Cylindrical roller thrust bearings 2,25 ¥ 10–6   0,154

Spherical roller thrust bearings See table 3g   See table 3g

Friction

Table 2b

Geometry and load dependent variables for rolling and sliding frictional moments – thrust bearings

Bearing type Rolling friction variable Sliding friction variable
 

Thrust ball bearings

Cylindrical roller thrust bearings 

Spherical roller thrust bearings

 when  when 

 otherwise otherwise
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2, 3 4,4 ¥ 10–7 1,7 2,00 ¥ 10–3 100
    
42, 43 5,4 ¥ 10–7 0,96 3,00 ¥ 10–3 40
    
60, 630 4,1 ¥ 10–7 1,7 3,73 ¥ 10–3 14,6
62, 622 3,9 ¥ 10–7 1,7 3,23 ¥ 10–3 36,5
63, 623 3,7 ¥ 10–7 1,7 2,84 ¥ 10–3 92,8
    
64 3,6 ¥ 10–7 1,7 2,43 ¥ 10–3 198
160, 161 4,3 ¥ 10–7 1,7 4,63 ¥ 10–3 4,25
617, 618, 628, 637, 638 4,7 ¥ 10–7 1,7 6,50 ¥ 10–3 0,78
    
619, 639 4,3 ¥ 10–7 1,7 4,75 ¥ 10–3 3,6

Table 3a

Geometry constants for rolling and sliding frictional moments of deep groove ball bearings

Bearing series Geometry constants for  
 rolling frictional moments sliding frictional moments
 R1 R2 S1 S2

12 3,25 ¥ 10–7 6,51 2,43 ¥ 10–12 4,36 ¥ 10–3 9,33 2,43 ¥ 10–12

13 3,11 ¥ 10–7 5,76 3,52 ¥ 10–12 5,76 ¥ 10–3 8,03 3,52 ¥ 10–12

22 3,13 ¥ 10–7 5,54 3,12 ¥ 10–12 5,84 ¥ 10–3 6,60 3,12 ¥ 10–12

23 3,11 ¥ 10–7 3,87 5,41 ¥ 10–12 0,01 4,35 5,41 ¥ 10–12

112 3,25 ¥ 10–7 6,16 2,48 ¥ 10–12 4,33 ¥ 10–3 8,44 2,48 ¥ 10–12

130 2,39 ¥ 10–7 5,81 1,10 ¥ 10–12 7,25 ¥ 10–3 7,98 1,10 ¥ 10–12

139 2,44 ¥ 10–7 7,96 5,63 ¥ 10–13 4,51 ¥ 10–3 12,11 5,63 ¥ 10–13

Table 3b

Geometry constants for rolling and sliding frictional moments of self-aligning ball bearings

Bearing series Geometry constants for
 rolling frictional moments sliding frictional moments
 R1 R2 R3 S1 S2 S3

2, 3 1,09 ¥ 10–6 0,16 0,0015
4 1,00 ¥ 10–6 0,16 0,0015
10 1,12 ¥ 10–6 0,17 0,0015
   
12, 20 1,23 ¥ 10–6 0,16 0,0015
22 1,40 ¥ 10–6 0,16 0,0015
23 1,48 ¥ 10–6 0,16 0,0015

 2,13 ¥ 10–6 0,16 0,0015

Table 3c

Geometry constants for rolling and sliding frictional moments of cylindrical roller bearings

Bearing series Geometry constants for  
 rolling frictional moment sliding frictional moments
 R1 S1 S2

Bearing with cage of the N, NU, NJ or NUP design

   

   

Full complement bearings of the NCF, NJG, NNCL, NNCF, NNC or NNF design

All series
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302 1,76 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,017 2
303 1,69 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,017 2
313 (X) 1,84 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,048 2
    
320 X 2,38 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,014 2
322 2,27 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,018 2
322 B 2,38 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,026 2
    
323 2,38 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,019 2
323 B 2,79 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,030 2
329 2,31 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,009 2
    
330 2,71 ¥ 10–6 11,3 0,010 2
331 2,71 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,015 2
332 2,71 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,018 2
    
LL 1,72 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,0057 2
L 2,19 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,0093 2
LM 2,25 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,011 2
    
M 2,48 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,015 2
HM 2,60 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,020 2
H 2,66 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,025 2
    
HH 2,51 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,027 2
    
All other 2,31 ¥ 10–6 10,9 0,019 2

Table 3d

Geometry constants for rolling and sliding frictional moments of taper roller bearings

Bearing series Geometry constants for  
 rolling frictional moments sliding frictional moments 
 R1 R2 S1 S2

 

213 E, 222 E 1,6 ¥ 10–6 5,84 2,81 ¥ 10–6 5,8 3,62 ¥ 10–3 508 8,8 ¥ 10–3 117
222 2,0 ¥ 10–6 5,54 2,92 ¥ 10–6 5,5 5,10 ¥ 10–3 414 9,7 ¥ 10–3 100
223 1,7 ¥ 10–6 4,1 3,13 ¥ 10–6 4,05 6,92 ¥ 10–3 124 1,7 ¥ 10–2 41

223 E 1,6 ¥ 10–6 4,1 3,14 ¥ 10–6 4,05 6,23 ¥ 10–3 124 1,7 ¥ 10–2 41
230 2,4 ¥ 10–6 6,44 3,76 ¥ 10–6 6,4 4,13 ¥ 10–3 755 1,1 ¥ 10–2 160
231 2,4 ¥ 10–6 4,7 4,04 ¥ 10–6 4,72 6,70 ¥ 10–3 231 1,7 ¥ 10–2 65

232 2,3 ¥ 10–6 4,1 4,00 ¥ 10–6 4,05 8,66 ¥ 10–3 126 2,1 ¥ 10–2 41
238 3,1 ¥ 10–6 12,1 3,82 ¥ 10–6 12 1,74 ¥ 10–3 9 495 5,9 ¥ 10–3 1 057
239 2,7 ¥ 10–6 8,53 3,87 ¥ 10–6 8,47 2,77 ¥ 10–3 2 330 8,5 ¥ 10–3 371

240 2,9 ¥ 10–6 4,87 4,78 ¥ 10–6 4,84 6,95 ¥ 10–3 240 2,1 ¥ 10–2 68
241 2,6 ¥ 10–6 3,8 4,79 ¥ 10–6 3,7 1,00 ¥ 10–2 86,7 2,9 ¥ 10–2 31
248 3,8 ¥ 10–6 9,4 5,09 ¥ 10–6 9,3 2,80 ¥ 10–3 3 415 1,2 ¥ 10–2 486

249 3,0 ¥ 10–6 6,67 5,09 ¥ 10–6 6,62 3,90 ¥ 10–3 887 1,7 ¥ 10–2 180

Table 3e

Geometry constants for rolling and sliding frictional moments of spherical roller bearings

Bearing series Geometry constants for  
 rolling frictional moments  sliding frictional moments
 R1 R2 R3 R4 S1 S2 S3 S4
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C 22 1,17 ¥ 10–6 2,08 ¥ 10–6 1,32 ¥ 10–3 0,8 ¥ 10–2

C 23 1,20 ¥ 10–6 2,28 ¥ 10–6 1,24 ¥ 10–3 0,9 ¥ 10–2

C 30 1,40 ¥ 10–6 2,59 ¥ 10–6 1,58 ¥ 10–3 1,0 ¥ 10–2

C 31 1,37 ¥ 10–6 2,77 ¥ 10–6 1,30 ¥ 10–3 1,1 ¥ 10–2

C 32 1,33 ¥ 10–6 2,63 ¥ 10–6 1,31 ¥ 10–3 1,1 ¥ 10–2

C 39 1,45 ¥ 10–6 2,55 ¥ 10–6 1,84 ¥ 10–3 1,0 ¥ 10–2

C 40 1,53 ¥ 10–6 3,15 ¥ 10–6 1,50 ¥ 10–3 1,3 ¥ 10–2

C 41 1,49 ¥ 10–6 3,11 ¥ 10–6 1,32 ¥ 10–3 1,3 ¥ 10–2

C 49 1,49 ¥ 10–6 3,24 ¥ 10–6 1,39 ¥ 10–3 1,5 ¥ 10–2

C 59 1,77 ¥ 10–6 3,81 ¥ 10–6 1,80 ¥ 10–3 1,8 ¥ 10–2

C 60 1,83 ¥ 10–6 5,22 ¥ 10–6 1,17 ¥ 10–3 2,8 ¥ 10–2

C 69 1,85 ¥ 10–6 4,53 ¥ 10–6 1,61 ¥ 10–3 2,3 ¥ 10–2

Table 3f

Geometry constants for rolling and sliding frictional moments of CARB toroidal roller bearings

Bearing series Geometry constants for  
 rolling frictional moments sliding frictional moments
 R1 R2 S1 S2

 

292 1,32 ¥ 10–6 1,57 1,97 ¥ 10–6 3,21 4,53 ¥ 10–3 0,26 0,02 0,1 0,6
292 E 1,32 ¥ 10–6 1,65 2,09 ¥ 10–6 2,92 5,98 ¥ 10–3 0,23 0,03 0,17 0,56
         
293 1,39 ¥ 10–6 1,66 1,96 ¥ 10–6 3,23 5,52 ¥ 10–3 0,25 0,02 0,1 0,6
293 E 1,16 ¥ 10–6 1,64 2,00 ¥ 10–6 3,04 4,26 ¥ 10–3 0,23 0,025 0,15 0,58
         
294 E 1,25 ¥ 10–6 1,67 2,15 ¥ 10–6 2,86 6,42 ¥ 10–3 0,21 0,04 0,2 0,54

Table 3g

Geometry constants for rolling and sliding frictional moments of spherical roller thrust bearings

Bearing series Geometry constants for  
 rolling frictional moments  sliding frictional moments
 R1 R2 R3 R4 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
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Additional effects on frictional 
moments in bearings
In order to follow more closely the real behav
iour of the bearing, and if an even more accur
ate calculation is needed, the new SKF model 
is able to consider additional effects which can 
be added into the equation. Those additional 
effects include

• inlet shear heating reduction 
• replenishment/starvation speed effects for  

oilspot, oil jet, grease and low level oil bath 
lubrication

• drag loss effects in oil bath lubrication
• mixed lubrication for low speeds and/or low  

viscosities.

Including these additional sources, the final 
equation for the total frictional moment of  
a bearing is

M = fish frs Mrr + Msl + Mseal + Mdrag

where
M = total frictional moment of a bearing, 

Nmm
Mrr = Grr (n n)0,6

Msl = Gsl msl
Mseal = KS1 ds

b + KS2
Mdrag = frictional moment of drag losses, 

churning, splashing etc, Nmm
fish = inlet shear heating reduction factor
frs = kinematic replenishment/starvation 

reduction factor

Table 4

Seal frictional moment: Exponent and constants

Seal type Bearing outside Exponent and constants Seal counter- 
Bearing type diameter     face diameter
 D  b KS1 KS2 ds

1)

 over incl.

RSL seals
Deep groove ball bearings  25 0 0 0 d2
 25 52 2,25 0,0018 0 d2

RZ seals
Deep groove ball bearings  175 0 0 0 d1

RSH seals
Deep groove ball bearings  52 2,25 0,028 2 d2

RS1 seals
Deep groove ball bearings  62 2,25 0,023 2 d1, d2
 62 80 2,25 0,018 20 d1, d2
 80 100 2,25 0,018 15 d1, d2
 100  2,25 0,018 0 d1, d2

Angular contact ball bearings 30 120 2 0,014 10 d1

Selfaligning ball bearings 30 125 2 0,014 10 d2

LS seals
Cylindrical roller bearings 42 360 2 0,032 50 E

CS, CS2 and CS5 seals
Spherical roller bearings 62 300 2 0,057 50 d2

CARB toroidal roller bearings 42 340 2 0,057 50 d2

1) Designation of the dimension listed in the product table

Friction
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The reduction factors fish and frs are intro
duced in the new SKF friction model to account 
for the effects of inlet shear heating reduction 
and highspeed replenishment/starvation of 
rolling friction, respectively. The sliding friction 
coefficient msl increases for low speeds and/or 
viscosity to account for the mixed lubrication 
regime.

Inlet shear heating reduction factor
When sufficient lubricant is available in the 
bearing, not all of it can go through the contacts; 
only a tiny amount of lubricant is used to build
up the film thickness. Due to this effect, some of 
the oil close to the contact inlet will be rejected 
and will produce reverse flow († fig. 1). This 
reverse flow shears the lubricant, generating 
heat that lowers the oil viscosity and reduces the 
film thickness and rolling friction component. 

For the effect described above, the inlet 
shear heating reduction factor can be obtained 
approximately from

 1
fish = ––––––––––––––––––––––––––
 1 + 1,84 ¥ 10–9 (n dm)1,28 n0,64

where
fish = inlet shear heating reduction factor
n = rotational speed, r/min
dm = bearing mean diameter 

= 0,5 (d+D), mm
n = kinematic viscosity of the lubricant at 

the operating temperature, mm2/s (for 
grease lubrication the base oil viscosity)

Values for the inlet shear heating factor fish 
can be obtained from diagram 1 as a function of 
the combined parameter (n dm)1,28 n0,64.

Diagram 1

Inlet shear heating factor fish

Fig. 1

Lubricant reverse flow

Reverse flow at the inlet of the contact
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Kinematic replenishment/starvation 
reduction factor
For oilspot, oil jet, low level oil bath lubrication 
conditions (e.g. oil level lower than the lowest 
rolling element centre) and grease lubrication, 
subsequent overrolling of the raceways might 
push away the excess of lubricant. Due to the 
bearing speed or high viscosity, the lubricant at 
the edges of the contacts might not have suf
ficient time to replenish the raceways, this effect 
is called “kinematic starvation” and causes a 
drop in the film thickness and in the rolling fric
tion.

For the type of lubrication conditions 
described above, the kinematic replenishment/
starvation reduction factor can be obtained 
approximately from

 1
frs = –————————   

7
 

Kz
 eKrs n n (d + D)     ––––––
  p	2 (D – d)

where
frs = kinematic replenishment/starvation  

 reduction factor
e = base of natural logarithm ≈ 2,718
Krs = the replenishment/starvation constant 

3 ¥ 10–8 for low level oil bath and oil jet 
lubrication  
6 ¥ 10–8 for grease and oilspot lubrication

KZ = bearing type related geometry constant 
(† table 5)

n = kinematic viscosity at the operating 
temperature, mm2/s

n = rotational speed, r/min
d = bearing bore diameter, mm
D = bearing outside diameter, mm

Drag losses in oil bath lubrication
As drag losses are the most important additional 
sources of friction, the additional source term 
therefore is reduced to the drag losses compon
ent Mdrag.

In oil bath lubrication, the bearing is partially, 
or in special situations, completely submerged. 
Under these conditions the size and geometry 
of the oil reservoir together with the oil level 
used can have a substantial impact on the bear
ing frictional moment. For a very large oil bath, 
disregarding any reservoir size interaction and 

any influence of other mechanical elements 
working close to the bearing, e.g. external oil 
agitation, gears or cams, the drag losses in a 
bearing as a function of the oil level in the res
ervoir can be approximated from the variable 
VM plotted in diagram 2 as a function of the oil 
level H († fig. 2) and the bearing mean diam
eter dm = 0,5 (d + D). Diagram 2 can be applied 
for bearing speeds up to the reference speed of 
the bearing. At higher speeds and high oil levels 
other effects might have an important influence 
in the results.

The variable VM in diagram 2 is related to the 
frictional moment of drag losses for ball bear
ings by

Table 5

Geometry constants KZ and KL 

Bearing type Geometry
 constants
 KZ KL

Deep groove ball bearings  
– single and double row 3,1 –
  
Angular contact ball bearings  
– single row 4,4 –
– double row 3,1 –
– fourpoint contact  3,1 –
  
Self-aligning ball bearings 4,8 –
  
Cylindrical roller bearings  
– with cage 5,1 0,65
– full complement 6,2 0,7
  
Taper roller bearings 6 0,7
  
Spherical roller bearings 5,5 0,8
  
CARB toroidal roller bearings  
– with cage 5,3 0,8
– full complement 6 0,75
  
Thrust ball bearings 3,8 –
  
Cylindrical roller thrust bearings 4,4 0,43
  
Spherical roller thrust bearings 5,6 0,581)

1) Only for single mounted bearings

Friction
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Mdrag = VM Kball dm
5 n2

and for roller bearings by

Mdrag = 10 VM Kroll B dm
4 n2

where
Mdrag = frictional moment of drag losses, Nmm
VM = variable as a function of the oil level 

according to diagram 2
Kball = ball bearing related constant, see below
Kroll = roller bearing related constant, see below
dm = bearing mean diameter, mm
B = bearing inner ring width, mm
n = rotational speed, r/min

Values for the variable VM can be obtained in 
diagram 2, from the red curve for ball bearings 
and from the blue curve for roller bearings. 

The ball bearing related constant is defined as 

 irw KZ (d + D)
Kball = ––––––––––– ¥ 10–12
 D – d

and the roller bearing related constant as 

 KL KZ (d + D)
Kroll = ––––––––––– ¥ 10–12
 D – d

where
Kball = ball bearing related constant
Kroll = roller bearing related constant
irw  = the number of ball rows
KZ = bearing type related geometry constant  

(† table 5)
KL = roller bearing type related geometry 

constant († table 5)
d = bearing bore diameter, mm
D = bearing outside diameter, mm

Note
To calculate drag losses for oil jet lubrication, 
one can use the oil bath model, with the oil 
level to half the roller diameter and multiply the 
obtained value for Mdrag by a factor of two.

To calculate drag losses for vertical shaft 
arrangements an approximate value can be 
obtained by using the model for fully submerged 
bearings and multiply the obtained value for 
Mdrag by a factor equal to that width (height) that 

Fig. 2

Oil level in an oil bath

Oil level H

Diagram 2

Drag loss variable VM

Ball bearings

Roller bearings

Ball bearings

Roller bearings
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is submerged relative to the total bearing width 
(height).

Mixed lubrication for low speeds  
and viscosities
For operating conditions of small k values (≤ 2) 
the application lies in the mixed lubrication 
regime; occasional metaltometal contact may 
occur, which increases friction. A sketch of a 
typical bearing frictional moment as a function 
of rotational speed and viscosity is depicted in 
diagram 3. During the startup period with 
increasing speed or viscosity the frictional 
moment decreases, since a lubricating film 
is built up and the bearing enters into the full 
elastohydrodynamic (EHL) regime. With higher 
speeds or viscosities friction increases due to 
the increase of film thickness until highspeed 
starvation and thermal effects reduce friction 
again.

The sliding friction coefficient can be calcu
lated with the following equation

msl = fbl mbl + (1 – fbl) mEHL

where
msl  = sliding friction coefficient
fbl = weighting factor for the sliding friction 

coefficient, see below
mbl  = coefficient depending on the additive 

package in the lubricant, approximate 
value 0,15

mEHL = friction coefficient in full film conditions: 
0,05 for lubrication with mineral oils  
0,04 for lubrication with synthetic oils  
0,1 for lubrication with transmission 
fluids  
For applications with cylindrical or taper 
roller bearings, use following values 
instead: 
0,02 for cylindrical roller bearings 
0,002 for taper roller bearings

The weighting factor for the sliding frictional 
moment can be estimated using the following 
equation

 1
fbl = ––––––––––––––––
 e2,6 ¥ 10–8 (n n)1,4 dm

Diagram 3

Bearing frictional moment as a function of the speed and viscosity

Zone 1: Mixed lubrication
Zone 2: EHL Elastohydrodynamic lubrication
Zone 3: EHL + thermal and starvation effects

Friction
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where
fbl = weighting factor for the sliding friction 

coefficient
e = base of natural logarithm = 2,718
n = operational speed, r/min
n = kinematic viscosity of the lubricant at the 

operating temperature, mm2/s (for grease 
lubrication the base oil viscosity)

dm = bearing mean diameter
  = 0,5 (d + D), mm

An estimation of the weighting factor fbl for 
the sliding friction coefficient can be made using 
the curve shown in diagram 4.

Effects of clearance and misalignment  
on friction
Changes in clearance and/or misalignment in 
bearings will modify the frictional moment. 
The abovedescribed model considers normal 
clearance and an aligned bearing. However, high 
bearing operating temperatures or high speed 
might reduce internal bearing clearance, which 
can increase friction. Misalignment generally 
increases friction, however, for selfaligning ball 
bearings, spherical roller bearings, CARB toroi
dal roller bearings and spherical roller thrust 
bearings the corresponding increase of friction 
with misalignment is negligible.

For specific application conditions sensitive to 
changes of clearance and misalignment please 
contact the SKF application engineering service.

Diagram 4

Weighting factor fbl for the sliding friction coefficient
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Effects of grease filling on friction
When grease lubrication is used, and the bear
ing has just been filled (or refilled) with the 
recommended amount of grease, the bearing 
can show considerably higher frictional values 
during the first hours or days of operation 
(depending on the speed) than had been calcu
lated originally. This is because the grease takes 
time to redistribute itself within the free space in 
the bearing; meanwhile it is churned and moved 
around. To estimate this effect, multiply the 
initial rolling frictional moment by a factor of 2 
for light series and a factor of 4 for heavy series. 
However, after this “runningin” period, the 
frictional moment comes down to similar values 
as oil lubricated bearings; in many cases even 
lower values are possible. If the bearing is filled 
with an excessive amount of grease, higher val
ues of friction in the bearing may result. Please 
refer to the section “Relubrication”, starting on 
page 237, or contact the SKF application engin
eering service for more detailed information.

Frictional behaviour  
of hybrid bearings
Due to the higher values for the modulus of 
elasticity of ceramics, hybrid bearings will have 
smaller contact areas, which favour a reduction 
of the rolling and sliding friction components. 
In addition, the lower density of ceramics com
pared with steel reduces the centrifugal forces, 
and this also may reduce friction at high speeds.

In the above equations, the frictional moment 
for hybrid angular contact ball bearings can be 
calculated by substituting the geometry con
stants R3 and S3 of the allsteel bearings by 
0,41 R3 and 0,41 S3 respectively.

High speed designs with hybrid deep groove 
ball bearings include the practise to axially 
preload the bearing arrangement. The deep 
groove ball bearings will under such a condition 
act as angular contact ball bearings and thus 
see a similar reduction in friction level at high 
speeds. However, such a friction calculation 
needs to be done in cooperation with the SKF 
application engineering service.

Friction
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Starting torque
The starting torque of a rolling bearing is 
defined as the frictional moment that must be 
overcome in order for the bearing to start rotat
ing from the stationary condition. Under normal 
ambient temperature, +20 to +30 °C, starting 
at zero speed and µsl = µbl, the starting torque 
can be calculated using only the sliding frictional 
moment and the frictional moment of seals, if 
present. Therefore 

Mstart = Msl + Mseal

where
Mstart = starting frictional moment, Nmm
Msl = sliding frictional moment, Nmm
Mseal = frictional moment of the seals, Nmm

However, the starting torque can be consid
erably higher for roller bearings with a large 
contact angle, up to four times as high as for 
taper roller bearings of series 313, 322 B, 
323 B and T7FC, and up to eight times as  
high for spherical roller thrust bearings.

Power loss and bearing 
temperature
The power loss in a bearing as a result of bear
ing friction can be obtained using the equation

NR = 1,05 ¥ 10–4 M n

where
NR = power loss, W
M = total frictional moment of the bearing, 

Nmm
n = rotational speed, r/min

If the cooling factor (the heat to be removed 
from the bearing per degree of temperature 
difference between bearing and ambient) is 
known, a rough estimate of the temperature 
increase in the bearing can be obtained using

DT = NR/Ws

where
DT = temperature increase, °C
NR = power loss, W
Ws = cooling factor, W/°C
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Calculation example
A spherical roller bearing 22208 E is to operate 
at a speed of 3 500 r/min under the following 
operating conditions:

Actual radial bearing load Fr = 2 990 N

Actual axial bearing load Fa = 100 N

Inner ring rotation

Operating temperature +40 °C

Oil bath lubrication

Oil level H = 2,5 mm above the edge of the outer 
ring raceway under static conditions. Mineral 
oil having a kinematic viscosity n = 68 mm2/s at 
40 °C

Requirement:
What will be the total frictional moment?

1. Calculation of the geometry and load 
dependent variables

According to table 2a on page 91 with bearing 
mean diameter

dm= 0,5 (d + D) = 0,5 (40 + 80) = 60 mm

• Rolling friction variables

Grr.e = R1 dm
1,85 (Fr + R2 Fa)0,54 

 = 1,6 ¥ 10–6 ¥ 601,85 ¥  

  (2 990 + 5,84 ¥ 100)0,54  

 = 0,26

Grr.l = R3 dm
2,3 (Fr + R4 Fa)0,31  

 = 2,81 ¥ 10–6 ¥ 602,3 ¥  

  (2 990 + 5,8 ¥ 100)0,31  

 = 0,436

since Grr.e < Grr.l, then

Grr = 0,26

• Sliding friction variables

Gsl.e = S1 dm
0,25 (Fr

4 + S2 Fa
4)1/3  

 
= 3,62 ¥ 10–3 ¥ 600,25 ¥  
 
 (2 9904 + 508 ¥ 1004)1/3  
 
= 434

Gsl.l = S3 dm
0,94 (Fr

3 + S4 Fa
3)1/3  

 
= 8,8 ¥ 10–3 ¥ 600,94 ¥  
 
 (2 9903 + 117 ¥ 1003)1/3  
 
= 1 236,6

since Gsl.e < Gsl.l, then

Gsl =  434

2. Calculation of the rolling frictional 
moment

Mrr = Grr (n n)0,6 = 0,26 ¥ (68 ¥ 3 500)0,6  
 
= 437 Nmm

3. Calculation of the sliding frictional 
moment

Assuming full film conditions, k > 2

Msl = msl Gsl = 0,05 ¥ 434 = 21,7 Nmm

4. Calculation of the inlet shear heating 
reduction factor

  1
fish = –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
  1 + 1,84 ¥ 10–9 ¥ (n ¥ dm)1,28 n0,64

  1 = –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
  1 + 1,84 ¥ 10–9 ¥ (3 500 ¥ 60)1,28 680,64

 
 ≈ 0,85

Friction
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5. Calculation of kinematic replenishment/
starvation reduction factor for oil bath 
lubrication

 1
frs = –————————   

7
 

Kz
 eKrs n n (d + D)      ––––––
  p	2 (D – d)

  1 = ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
   7 5,5
 2,7183 ¥ 10–8 ¥ 68 ¥ 3 500 ¥ (40 + 80)     –––––––––
  p	2 ¥ (80 – 40)

 ≈ 0,8

6. Calculation of the drag losses  
in oil bath lubrication 

With a drag loss variable as function of

H/dm = 2,5/60 = 0,041

from the diagram 2 on page 99, it can be seen 
that drag losses are small, since H/dm < 0,1. 
However, they can still be taken into account. 
For roller bearings the drag loss variable VM 
becomes approximately 0,3 ¥ 10–4.

Then the roller bearing related constant can 
be obtained from

  KL KZ (d + D)
Kroll = –––––––––––– ¥ 10–12
  D – d

  0,8 ¥ 5,5 ¥ (40 + 80)  = –––––––––––––––––––– ¥ 10–12
  80 – 40

 
 = 13,2 ¥ 10–12

The drag losses can then be obtained, as an 
approximation, from

Mdrag = 10 VM Kroll B dm
4 n2  

 
= 10 ¥ 0,3 ¥ 10–4 ¥  
 
 13,2 ¥ 10–12 ¥ 23 ¥ 604 ¥ 3 5002  
 
= 14,5 Nmm

7. Calculation of the total frictional moment 
of 22208 E according to the new SKF 
model

M = fish frs Mrr + Msl + Mdrag  
 
= 0,85 ¥ 0,8 ¥ 437 + 21,7 + 14,5  
 
= 334 Nmm
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Speeds and vibration

There is a limit to the speed at which rolling 
bearings can be operated. Generally, it is the 
operating temperature for the lubricant being 
used or the material of the bearing components 
that sets the limit.

The speed at which limiting operating tem
perature is reached depends on the frictional 
heat generated in the bearing (including any 
externally applied heat) and the amount of heat 
that can be transported away from the bearing.

Bearing type and size, internal design, load, 
lubrication and cooling conditions as well as 
cage design, accuracy and internal clearance all 
play a part in determining speed capability.

In the product tables generally two speeds are 
listed: (thermal) reference speed and (kinematic
al) limiting speed, the value of which depending 
on what criteria are considered.

Reference speeds
The (thermal) reference speed listed in the 
product tables represent a reference value 
that is to be used to determine the permissible 
operational speed of the bearing subjected to a 
certain load and running with a certain lubricant 
viscosity. 

The values of the reference speed listed are in 
according with ISO 15312:2003 (where thrust 
ball bearings are excluded). This ISO standard 
has been established for oil lubrication, but is 
also valid for grease lubrication.

The reference speed for a given bearing  
represents the speed, under specified operating  
conditions, at which there is equilibrium be 
tween the heat that is generated by the bearing 
and the heat that is dissipated from the bearing 
to the shaft, housing and lubricant. The refer
ence conditions according to ISO 15312:2003 
for obtaining this heat balance are

• a temperature increase of 50 °C above an 
ambient temperature of 20 °C, i.e. a bearing 
temperature of 70 °C, measured on the bear
ing stationary outer ring or housing washer

• for a radial bearing: a constant radial load, 
being 5 % of the basic static load rating C0

• for a thrust bearing: a constant axial load, 
being 2 % of the basic static load rating C0 

• open bearings with Normal clearance

for oil lubricated bearings:
• lubricant: mineral oil without EP additives 

having a kinematic viscosity at 70 °C of:  
n = 12 mm2/s (ISO VG 32) for radial bearings, 
n = 24 mm2/s (ISO VG 68) for thrust roller 
bearings

• method of lubrication: oil bath with the oil 
reaching up to the middle of the rolling  
element in the lowest position

for grease lubricated bearings:
• lubricant: regular grease with a lithium  

thickener and a mineral base oil having  
a viscosity of 100 to 200 mm2/s at 40 °C  
(e.g. ISO VG 150)

• grease quantity: approximately 30 % of the 
free space in the bearing.

A temperature peak may occur during initial 
startup of a greaselubricated bearing. There
fore the bearing may have to be in operation for 
up to 10 to 20 hours before it reaches normal 
operating temperature.

Under these specific conditions the refer
ence speed for oil and greaselubrication will be 
equal.

It may be necessary to reduce the ratings in 
applications where the outer ring rotates.

For certain bearings, where the speed limit is 
not determined by heat from the rolling elem 
ent/raceway contacts, only limiting speeds are 
shown in the bearing tables. These include, for 
example, bearings with contact seals.

Influence of load and oil viscosity  
on reference speed/permissible speed
When load and viscosity values higher than 
the reference values are applied, the frictional 
resistance will increase so that a bearing can
not operate at the suggested reference speed, 
unless higher temperatures can be permitted. 
Lower viscosity values may result in higher 
operational speeds.

The influence of load and kinematic viscosity 
on the reference speed can be obtained from 
the diagrams:

Diagram 1: Radial ball bearings, page 110.
Diagram 2: Radial roller bearings, page 111.
Diagram 3: Thrust ball bearings, page 112.
Diagram 4: Thrust roller bearings, page 113.
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Oil lubrication
Values of the adjustment factors for oil lubrica
tion

• fP: for the influence of the equivalent dynamic 
bearing load P and

• fn: for the influence of viscosity

can be obtained from diagrams 1 to 4 as a 
function of P/C0 and the bearing mean diameter 
dm

where 
P = equivalent dynamic bearing load, kN
C0 = basic static load rating, kN
dm = bearing mean diameter  

= 0,5 (d + D), mm

The viscosity values in the diagrams are 
expressed with ISO designations, for example, 
ISO VG 32, where 32 is the oil viscosity at 40 °C.

If the reference temperature of 70 °C is to 
remain unchanged, the permissible speed is 
obtained from

nperm = nr fP fn

where
nperm = permissible rotational speed, r/min
nr = reference speed, r/min
fP = adjustment factor for bearing load P
fn = adjustment factor for oil viscosity

Grease lubrication
The diagrams are also valid for grease lubrica
tion. However, the reference speed for grease 
lubrication is based on a base oil viscosity VG 150, 
but can also be used for the viscosity range 
ISO VG 100 – ISO VG 200. For other viscosities, 
the value of fn needs to be calculated as fn for the 
base oil viscosity at 40 °C of the selected grease, 
divided by fn for an ISO VG 150 oil, i.e.

 fn actual base oil viscositynperm = nr fP –––––––––––––––––––––
 fn base oil viscosity ISO VG150

Example 1
An SKF Explorer 6210 deep groove ball bearing 
is subjected to a load P = 0,24 C0 and has an oil 
bath lubrication with oil viscosity 68 mm2/s at 
40 °C. Which permissible speed can be expected?

For bearing 6210: dm = 0,5 (50 + 90) = 
70 mm. From diagram 1, page 110, with dm = 
70 mm and P/C0 = 0,24, fP = 0,63 and with 
P/C0 = 0,24 and ISO VG 68, fn = 0,85.

The permissible bearing speed for which an 
operating temperature of 70 °C can be expect
ed, nperm, will then be

nperm = 15 000 ¥ 0,63 ¥ 0,85 = 8 030 r/min

Example 2
An SKF Explorer 22222 E spherical roller bear
ing is subjected to a load P = 0,15 C0 and is 
grease lubricated having a base oil viscosity 
220 mm2/s at 40 °C. Which permissible speed 
can be expected?

For bearing 22222 E: dm = 0,5 (110 + 200) = 
155 mm. From diagram 2, page 111, with dm = 
155 mm and P/C0 = 0,15, fP = 0,53 and with 
P/C0 = 0,15 and ISO VG 220, fn actual = 0,83; with 
P/C0 = 0,15 and ISO VG 150, fn ISO VG150 = 0,87.

The permissible bearing speed for which an 
operating temperature of 70 °C can be expect
ed, nperm, will then be

nperm = 3 000 ¥ 0,53 ¥ 0,83/0,87 = 1 520 r/min 

Speeds above the reference speed
It is possible to operate bearings at speeds 
above the reference speed if the friction within 
the bearing can be reduced via a lubrication 
system that applies accurately measured small 
quantities of lubricant, or by removing heat 
either by a circulating oil lubrication system, 
by cooling ribs on the housing, or by directing 
cooling air streams († section “Methods of oil 
lubrication”, starting on page 248).

Any increase in speed above the reference 
speed without taking any of these precautions  
could cause bearing temperatures to rise 
excessively. An increase in bearing temperature 
means that lubricant viscosity is lowered and 
film formation is made more difficult, leading 
to even higher friction and further temperature 
increases. If, at the same time, the operational 
clearance in the bearing is reduced because of 
increased inner ring temperature, the final conse
quence would be bearing seizure. Any increase 
in speed above the reference speed generally 
means that the temperature difference between 
inner and outer rings is greater than normal. 
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Speeds and vibration

Diagram 1

Adjustment factors fP and fv for radial ball bearings

All other radial 
ball bearings

Selfaligning 
ball bearings
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Diagram 2

Adjustment factors fP and fv for radial roller bearings 

n
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Speeds and vibration

Diagram 3

Adjustment factors fP and fv for thrust ball bearings
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Diagram 4

Adjustment factors fP and fv for thrust roller bearings
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Speeds and vibration

Usually, therefore, a bearing with a C3 internal 
clearance, which is greater than Normal, is 
required, and it may be necessary to look more 
closely at the temperature distribution in the 
bearing.

Limiting speeds
The limiting speed is determined by criteria 
that include the form stability or strength of the 
cage, lubrication of cage guiding surfaces, cen
trifugal and gyratory forces acting on the rolling 
elements, precision and other speedlimiting 
factors, such as seals and lubricant for sealed 
bearings.

Experience gained from laboratory tests and 
practical applications indicates that there are 
maximum speeds that should not be exceeded 
for technical reasons or because of the very high 
costs involved to keep the operating tempera
ture at an acceptable level.

The limiting speeds shown in the bearing 
tables are valid for the bearing design and 
standard cage execution shown.

To run bearings at higher speeds than those 
shown in the tables some of the speedlimiting  
factors need to be improved, such as the  
running accuracy, cage material and design, 
lubrication and heat dissipation. It is therefore 
advisable to contact the SKF application engin
eering service.

For grease lubrication additional aspects 
should be considered such as lubrication of the 
cage guiding surfaces and the shear strength of 
the lubricant, which are determined by the base 
oil and thickener († section “Grease lubrica
tion”, starting on page 231).

Some open ball bearings have very low fric
tion and reference speeds listed might be higher 
than the limiting speeds. Therefore, the permis
sible speed needs to be calculated and be com
pared to the limiting speed. The lower of the two 
values should be retained.

It should be remembered that if bearings  
are to function satisfactorily, at high speeds, 
they must be subjected to a given minimum 
load. Details can be found in the introductory 
texts of the product tables under the heading 
“Minimum load”.

Special cases
In certain applications the speed limits are super
seded in importance by other considerations.

Low speeds
At very low speeds it is impossible for an elasto
hydrodynamic lubricant film to be built up in 
the contacts between the rolling elements and 
raceways. In these applications, lubricants con
taining EP additives should generally be used 
(† section “Grease lubrication”, starting on 
page 231).

Oscillating movements
With this type of movement the direction of 
rotation changes before the bearing has com
pleted a single revolution. As the rotational 
speed is zero at the point where the direction of 
rotation is reversed, a full hydrodynamic film of 
lubricant cannot be maintained. In these cases 
it is important to use a lubricant containing an 
effective EP additive in order to obtain a bound
ary lubrication film that is able to support loads.

It is not possible to give a limit or a rating for 
the speed of such oscillating movements as the 
upper limit is not dictated by a heat balance but 
by the inertia forces that come into play. With 
each reversal of direction, there is a danger that 
inertia will cause the rolling elements to slide 
for a short distance and smear the raceways. 
The permissible accelerations and decelerations 
depend on the mass of the rolling elements 
and cage, the type and quantity of lubricant, 
the operational clearance and the bearing load. 
For connecting rod bearing arrangements, for 
example, preloaded bearings incorporating rela
tively small rolling elements with a small mass 
are used. General guidelines cannot be provided 
and it is necessary to analyse the movements 
more precisely in individual cases. It is advis
able to contact the SKF application engineering 
service.
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Vibration generation  
in a bearing
In general a rolling bearing does not generate 
noise by itself. What is perceived as “bearing 
noise” is in fact the audible effect of the vibra
tions generated directly or indirectly by the 
bearing on the surrounding structure. This is the 
reason why most of the time noise problems can 
be considered as vibration problems involving 
the complete bearing application.

Excitation due to varying numbers  
of loaded rolling elements
When a radial load is applied to a bearing, the 
number of rolling elements carrying the load 
varies slightly during operation, i.e. 2323… 
This generates a displacement in the direction 
of the load. The resulting vibration cannot be 
avoided, but can be reduced by applying an axial 
preload to load all the rolling elements (not pos
sible with cylindrical roller bearings).

Accuracy of associated components
In cases where there is a tight fit between the 
bearing ring and the housing or the shaft, the 
bearing ring may take the shape of the adjacent 
component. If form deviations are present, 
these may cause vibrations during operation. 
It is therefore important to machine the shaft 
and housing seating to the required tolerances 
(† section “Tolerances for cylindrical form” on 
page 194).

Local damage
Due to mishandling or incorrect mounting, small 
sections on the raceways and rolling elements 
can be damaged. During operation, overrolling 
a damaged bearing component generates a 
specific vibration frequency. Frequency analysis 
of the vibrations can identify which bearing 
component suffered damage. This principle is 
used in SKF Condition Monitoring equipment to 
detect bearing damage.

To calculate SKF bearing frequencies please 
refer to the section “Calculations” in the "SKF 
Interactive Engineering Catalogue" online at 
www.skf.com, or contact the SKF application 
engineering service.

Contaminants
If operating in contaminated conditions, dirt par
ticles may enter the bearing and be overrolled 
by the rolling elements. The generated vibration 
level is dependent on the amount, the size and 
the composition of the overrolled contaminant 
particles. No typical frequency pattern is gener
ated. However, an audible and disturbing noise 
may be created.

Influence of the bearing  
on the vibration behaviour  
of the application
In many applications bearing stiffness is of the 
same order as the stiffness of the surrounding 
structure. This opens the possibility to reduce 
vibrations of the application by properly choos
ing the bearing (including preload and clear
ance) and its arrangement in the application. 
There are three ways to reduce vibration:

• Remove the critical excitation vibration from 
the application.

• Dampen the critical excitation vibration 
between excitant component and resonant 
components.

• Change the stiffness of the structure to 
change the critical frequency.
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